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New covid19 variant Omicron
• On news of the breakout of a new mutation of the Covid19 virus (the new variant is called B1.1.529 or Omicron), most countries
worldwide reacted together very quickly by banning traveling to and from South Africa. But, as reported in the media, the new virus
had already spread almost everywhere. Contrary to the Delta variant breakout in India, this time governments reacted very quickly
and, therefore, it is quite possible that the breakout will be contained?
• Unfortunately, like always in this pandemic, media headlines are always alarming. They only focus on the number of new
outbreaks. In fact, reading between the lines, infected people, who were already vaccinated, experienced only mild symptoms
from the mutation Omricon.
• Talking to doctors, the increasing number of cases are still down to the Delta version, not Omricon. As mentioned in past reports,
it is logical that new cases are still increasing, because children and young people are not yet all vaccinated. We also know that
young people are not dying and mostly experience mild symptoms. Having people “at risk” now vaccinated, the best strategy to
get rid of the virus as fast as possible is to let it spread and not go into lock downs. The private economy has already paid a very
high price for Covid19, as have governments. We are seriously asking ourselves if policy makers are not really disillusioned if they
believe they can fund yet more lock downs?
• But, of course, the biggest worry is whether the new virus will spread more easily than Delta; this is still an open question. As is
whether vaccines will need to be redesigned. The founder of Biontech, Mr. Ugur Sahin, is quite confident that vaccinated people
do not have to fear the Omicron variant and the company announced that it will take two weeks (this was also confirmed by
Moderna) to determine if the vaccine is efficient against the new mutation. Should this not be the case, Biontech could adjust its
vaccine in 6 weeks with first delivery in 100 days (Feb-March 2022).
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New covid19 variant Omicron
• It appears that Omicron mutations do not appear to be a threat to the efficacy of antiviral medicines for Covid, but they could
defeat some antibody therapies. According to reports, the new variant has 32 mutations in the spike protein, the part of the virus
that most vaccines use to prime the immune system against Covid. In other words, the mutation in the spike protein make it harder
for immune cells to attack the pathogen. But, Mr. Ugur Sahin thinks that, even if Omicron overcomes the antibody response, which
would be the first layer of direct protection against the virus, it is known that the immune system can fall back on the second layer,
which involves T-cells. These attack infected cells stopping the virus from reproducing. Mr Sahin said in interviews that new
variants were to be expected. He tried to ease concerns that the vaccinated population will become very ill if infected with
Omicron. His “scientific expectation” is that vaccinated people with boosters should fall only mildly ill.
• Mr. Sahin also stressed the importance of booster vaccinations and expects continuous mutations of the virus, he thinks that the
vaccine will need to be updated every year or two, and that people will need to be vaccinated regularly.
• The CEO of Moderna, Mr. Stephane Bancel, is more negative and foresees a longer period of time, to adapt the vaccine.
• But, the company itself announced that they do not need “to reinvent the wheel”, basically asserting that the base structure of
the vaccine is still effective against the new mutation.
• As an immediate solution, Moderna also proposes to increase the dose of the booster Spikevax. The company is going to
implement a few more strategies in order to find the best solution to neutralize the new variant.
• We are not experts and we are not in any position to hold a final theory; but, we would guess that the Covid19 vaccine is still
effective against the Omicron variant and most probably elderly people and “people at risk” would definitely need the new booster
against the mutation.
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New covid19 variant Omicron
• We held the view that people had started to live with the Covid19 situation and that it would be appropriate for the media to align
itself with policy makers. With the intention to focus on the severity (or lack if) of the new variant, rather than on the number of
new cases, without analyzing the symptoms of the infected people. For example, according to the South African doctor who
spotted the Omicron variant, symptoms are extremely mild in comparison to other variants of Covid.
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• We were also surprised that the US equity market was almost +2% over the day on the 1 December, and yet, on the
announcement of the first Omicron case in US, nota bene with mild symptoms, indexes dramatically fell.
• We should remember that last year most experts were warning that, during a normal cycle, the virus mutates, in order to find new
ways to spread. Over time the virus becomes weaker, not stronger, and, ultimately, will disappear by itself. Analyzing news up to
now, we have the feeling that the Covid19 virus is following the normal path of virus mutation and the new variant should not be
as dangerous as the media would have us believe. On the contrary, as mentioned, the serious cases are still due to the Delta
variant and not because of the Omricon variant? We are for example reading in the news, that in Switzerland (Canton Ticino) of
8 people hospitalized in the intensive care, 7 are not vaccinated.
• We would conclude by mentioning that some market participants even foresee a positive scenario, should the Omicron variant
be as mild as it looks. In fact, at the beginning of the pandemic, experts were arguing, the priority was to vaccinate worldwide
elderly people and people “at risk”, afterwards children and young people can reach global immunity by contacting the virus! If the
Omricon variant is effectively weaker than the Delta variant, this would be a worldwide opportunities to let the virus spread among
young people? Now policy makers are putting in question again the whole plan! We are hearing in debate policy makers talking
about Omricon being more aggressive than the Delta variant, at the time, were nothing is proven yet?
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New covid19 variant Omicron
• Goldman Sachs held a round table with experts and these are the conclusions:
• South African Health Minister suggesting that the majority of the hospitalized cases were un-vaccinated people. What is not
clear is the percentage of those unvaccinated which have already had covid (and consequently should now have natural
immunity).
• A hypothesis starting to emerge as to whether the lack of surge in South African hospitalization rates is suggestive of a virus
that has mutated “too much” and, consequently, whilst becoming a more transmissible virus, it has also become a less powerful
virus. We would add that this fact would confirm the theory of a normal virus cycle, in which, over the time, the virus mutates, but
becomes weaker.
• We also came across an interesting chart from the European Commission, showing that the higher the vaccination rate,
the lower the death rate! And CNN’s Mr. Michael Smerconish announced that the Omicron variant is a reminder that no matter
what the vaccination rate in the developed world is, the pandemic is a global issue that will not be behind us until immunity by
vaccination or natural means is worldwide. Again, the goal of such an announcement is of course to reach full global vaccination
and the message was rather that rich countries should supply vaccines to poor countries in order to reach full global immunity.
• As a conclusion, we decided to close our put hedge position, which was bought with a perfect timing, but even though the volatility
spiked 100% and the options were bought 2 days before the 4.5% market’s correction, the price of the put option with maturity
March 2022 increased by only 15%.
• On the other hand, the “machine learning” algorithm of the manager Z22 went long 2 days before the correction (it was the main
reason why KTS decided to buy the hedge position) and profited from the volatility spike, closing the position with profit.
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Omicron is not going to be worse than Delta and FED is still adding liquidity
• As our clients know, we like to follow the opinion of the
economist Mr. Edward Yardeni, who officially expects the
Omicron variant to turn out to be no worse than the Delta variant
and, therefore, expects higher equity markets, with a target of
4’800 points for the S&P 500 Index for 2021, 5’200 next year
and 5’500 in 2023. The Fed is going to start to taper but is still
adding liquidity, though at a slower pace, to the economy, which
as we all know, has already plenty of liquidity from previous
rounds.
• There are still USD 4.4 trillion in bank deposits, of which USD
2.5 trillion is held in personal savings. The excess of M2 is about
USD 2.5 trillion.
• Mr. Yardeni also argues that GDP’s monetary velocity (nominal
GDP divided by M2) is still too low, but there’s plenty of cash
available to fund more nominal GDP growth. The chart on the
right shows that market capitalization of the S&P 500 to M2 is
at 1.8x , therefore still far from the tech bubble’s peak at almost
3x .

M2 ratio vs SPX market cap is still much lower than tech bubble
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FED new inflation target at 3% ?
• The economist Mr. Edward Yardeni argued in an article in the US magazine Barron’s that, at the end of the day, the Fed is going
to change its longstanding inflation target to 3% from 2% and businesses, consumers, and investors all have to adjust to a new
normal.
• This theory is aligned with our best in class fund Flossbach and we also agree with it, especially due to the fact that with an
inflation rate of 3% over a longer period of time, combined with a higher economic growth, the debt vs GDP is going to fall
dramatically and government high indebtedness is not going to be an issue anymore.
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• On the 30 of November, Powell admitted that the FED had got it wrong and inflation should not be referred to as transitory.
Therefore, the FED expects higher inflation to continue into the middle of 2022.
• Equity markets reacted negatively but, at the end of the day, we agree with Mr. Edward Yardeni that investors are going to have
to live with the new reality. We explained in our last report that, because of innovation and automatization, inflation is structurally
actually weak and there is no reason to believe that we are going to experience a longer period of high inflation of even hyperinflation.
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Situation at the border between Ukraine and Russia
• Russian troops are mobilizing again near the Ukraine border and, according to experts, this time is different. We are not going
speculate too much about what we are reading, but the fact that Russia is setting up a field hospital and calling up its reserves is
quite strong evidence that the situation is serious, rather than only a show of power.
• The Ukrainian Army is confident that the country’s armed forces are much stronger now than before (US has given USD 2.5
bn-worth of equipment to Ukraine) and Russia knows it.
• We are not in the position to have a clear opinion and we can only hope that common sense prevails. Unfortunately the outbreak
of a war remains a risk that must be taken into account. It would appear that no one is really taking that possibility seriously. The
markets are certainly not expecting the outbreak of a war. We will have to constantly monitor the situation, especially because we
have no way of assessing the seriousness of the Russian army`s intentions at this time.
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General news
• Apparently, there is an excess of retirement of 2.4 million citizens in the US. Statistics of the St. Louis Fed show an excess from
the predicted normal progression of baby boomer retirements and market participants. We believe the surge is generated from
Covid fears, with people deciding to stop working earlier, rather than taking the risk of infection by going to work.
• Surveys in US show an increasing support for nuclear energy, contrary to the EU where we are still arguing about whether or not
nuclear energy is green and sustainable. In a Netflix documentary, Bill Gates also argued that, in his opinion, smaller nuclear
power stations are an efficient and effective way to fight global warming.
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Two 90% down days
• A 90% down day occurs when 90% of all stocks decline. This was the market reaction when Mr. Powell announced that the
inflation is not transitory and is going to be around for longer.
• Basically, equity markets had a capitulation day and, normally, as the below chart shows, such days are rather buy than sell
opportunities.

Source: Flowbank
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Capitulation in Russell 2000 Index
• According to Mr. Gaetano Evangelista, less than 25% of the companies included in the Russell 2000 Index are above the average
of the 50 days moving average. Normally, such a level is a sign of market’s capitulation.
• On the other hand, market breadth of both S&P 500 and Nasdaq is touching a 52 weeks low and the percentage members above
their 200days moving average is tumbling. The last times this combo took place was October 2018 and February 2020!!!

Signs of capitulation in the Russell 2000 Index
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General news about China
• We are reading that China is taking over Uganda’s Entebbe International Airport for default on debt repayment. China has
rejected Uganda’s request to re-negotiate toxic clauses in the USD 200 million loan packaged 6 years ago for the Airport`s
expansion. The Airport is the only International Airport in the country.
• This is a “clever” way to buy assets abroad cheaply; patience, which most investors do not have. We would add that,
unfortunately, we have experienced a few examples of investors funding a company with a substantial part in debt (normally of
short duration like 2 years) and a much smaller part in equity. If an entrepreneur should ever have such offer “on the table” he/she
should not accept it, because he/she should already know that the investor is planning to take over the company cheaply, rather
than working together in the long term.
• Two true story movies can help to have a better idea of which people entrepreneurs should trust and which not:
• First movie: “Enrico Piaggio” (the story of Vespa on Netflix)
• Second movie: “Joy” (the story of Joy Mangano, the inventor of the self-wringing mop).
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Crypto currencies news
• BCA Research, a well known financial institution, recommends to long-term investors to invest 5% of their assets in
cryptocurrencies and set the target for Bitcoin to USD 120k and Ethereum to USD 17k.
• The main argument is that cryptos “are eating gold’s lunch” and there’s plenty more to eat as anti-FIAT market value.
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Metaverse
• Back on November 2nd we were reading that Nike is preparing for the metaverse world, filing 7 trademark applications and
indicating its intent to make and sell virtual branded sneakers and apparel. Nike, basically, filed the applications for its famous
slogan “Just Do It”, but also for the “Air Jordan” and “Jumpman” logos.
• In addition, Nike is looking to staff up in the space as, for example, virtual material designers of footwear or virtual design roles.
In May 2019, Jordan brand partnered already with Fortnite, where characters wore Nike-branded sneakers and have several
collaborations with the online gaming platform Roblox. Nike is also still waiting for Cryptokicks, which Nike plans to use as a NFT
(non fungible token).
• Now Adidas announced a partnership with Coinbase. Basically, for virtual shopping Adidas needs tokenized Adidas wearables.
• From such news it is interesting to understand how crypto currency platforms like Coinbase are involved in the process, and
major companies can not participate in the space without such players.
• What does this means for investors? Definitely, that the space has a future and blockchains are no longer only for speculation.
• KTS is constantly informing its clients on the developments and innovation in the space and is constantly analyzing and searching
for new attractive investment opportunities, which are also helping to diversify the asset allocation with lower correlation to
“traditional” asset classes. At the moment, we feel comfortable with our marginal exposure in the VC fund of Fasanara.
• We are also following with interest the development of the recent launch of NFT etfs (NFTZ and COPR US) and we are going to
figure out, how such etf are invested.
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Decentralised finance
• An interesting article in the magazine “The Economist” is entitled “Decentralised finance is booming, it has yet to find its purpose”
adding in the sub-title “ DeFi is now the arena where the most exciting innovation is occurring”.
• We recently pointed out that the sector is going to change drastically the current aged financial system.
• The applications and protocols are based mainly on Ethereum blockchain and this is again the confirmation that the blockchain
technology is our future.
• DeFi was less than USD 10 bn in early 2020 and nowadays is around Usd 100 bn worth of tokens. In early 2020 the Ethereum
blockchain was settling USD 116 bn-worth transactions, but boomed to USD 2.5 trn-worth in the second quarter of 2021, including
payments and transactions to facilitate trading and lending. The magazine mentions that Visa is settling the same amount in the
same period.
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• As explained in our Metaverse report 32th weekly report of 10 September 2021, Defi system has many advantages over
traditional finance, as for example lower costs, automatization, elimination of settlement risks, etc.
• KTS understood that we need to have an exposure via experts and, therefore, we feel comfortable with our marginal exposure
via the VC Fund of Fasanara.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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